2017 ANNUAL REPORT

The Standards Oversight Council is an interagency
effort that facilitates a team approach for developing
effective technical practice standards that protect
Wisconsin’s natural resources.

HIGHLIGHTS
133
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◆

revised technical
standards

8
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280+

◆

participants in SOCsupported trainings
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SOC teams

2017 OVERVIEW
The Standards Oversight Council (SOC) supported its partner agencies in revising 31 technical standards in 2017. A record six
standards underwent the Full Process, receiving input from diverse teams, initial expert reviewers, and public reviewers. This was
largely due to a substantial revision of NRCS 313 Waste Storage Facility standard, which was ultimately divided into five separate
standards. DNR began a multi-year effort to reevaluate several standards that had not been updated since their inception in the
early 2000’s. Through this effort, not only does the SOC process ensure that standards are based on the most current technical
criteria and field experience, but it also ensures that standards reflect the most current terminology and format.
To advance its outreach and collaboration objectives, SOC conducted its biennial survey to assess the need for specific technical
standard updates, and will use the results in future work planning. In previous SOC surveys, respondents expressed a desire for
more trainings on technical standard updates. Following through on this request, SOC supported several webinars and in-person
trainings to review recent changes to technical standards.

vvv
Agricultural Standards

The NRCS 313 Waste Storage Facility team completed this standard’s revisions
after meeting throughout a year to bring the standard into compliance with new
National NRCS criteria. The team consisted of 12 professionals from county, state,
and federal conservation agencies and private industry. Major changes included
creating separate standards for each liner type, improving soil logging methods,
and protecting sensitive environmental settings. The team consulted with NRCS
regional geologists to interpret new criteria related to soil logging and to develop
logging methods that aligned as closely as possible with current protocol while also
meeting National criteria. The team also undertook the task of defining “sensitive
environmental settings” much more clearly than the National language to ensure
the criteria could be understood and applied uniformly across the state. After
considering input from colleagues and nearly 30 reviewers, the team rolled out this
set of revised standards in the fall while taking leadership roles in related trainings.

Waste Storage Management training
attendees work together on a hands-on
example using the new standard criteria.

NRCS 317 Composting Facility and NRCS 554 Drainage Water Management were
also released early this year after public review. Additional standards were updated through the Minor process; see back for
complete list.

Urban Standards

vvv

The DNR 1002 Site Evaluation for Infiltration team released the revised 1002 standard. A primary goal of the team was to
reduce the failure of stormwater infiltration practices due to improper soil assessments. To improve soil assessments, the new
standard requires that pits be dug and evaluated on site. In response to reviewer feedback, soil borings are allowed beyond a
depth of 15 feet. The standard also begins a process to require that Licensed Professional Soil Scientists or Licensed Professional
Geologists conduct the on-site component of the site evaluation. This requirement will be fully implemented by Jan. 1, 2023.
A new team began reevaluating criteria for DNR 1057 Stone Tracking Pad and
Tire Washing. This revision is largely due to the fact that many new practices are
available to prevent tracking of sediment off construction sites. To evaluate the
performance of several new technologies, the team has installed various tracking
devices on construction sites near Madison. These devices’ performance will
help the team generate new criteria to ensure these devices, if allowed per the
standard revision, are successful in Wisconsin. The team is also exploring ways to
clarify requirements for stone tracking pads, especially with regard to stone size,
which are often misunderstood.

The 1057 Stone Tracking Pad and Tire Washing
team views demonstrations of street sweeping
equipment to make recommendations for the
standard revision.

DNR S100 Compost technical standard and DNR 1062 Ditch Checks were also
both open for public review. The Compost standard more closely aligns with
Wisconsin’s Class A compost and broadens statewide availability for compost for
stormwater management. Terminology, references, and figures will be updated in
the Ditch Checks standard, which will be released in early 2018.

2017 FINANCIALS

Outreach and Collaboration

SOC’s biennial survey assessed the need for technical standard updates
and the extent to which the program’s Guiding Principles are valued and
achieved. The 2018-2019 SOC Work Plan will prioritize the standard
updates requested in the survey, and all specific comments will be given to
relevant teams as they start their work. The Guiding Principle to maintain
fairness and accountability by seeking broad input was not only the most
highly valued, but also the most highly achieved principle.
Five in-person trainings led by NRCS were held to educate standard users
about changes to the waste storage standards. Former team members
assisted participants during classroom activities. Participants had the
opportunity to ask questions about how new criteria may affect facility
design in their region, and dispel misunderstandings about the new criteria.
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Wondering how to design a conservation practice on a challenging site?
Check out the Technical Photo Gallery, developed to share solutions to
engineering in difficult sites and situations. The Gallery includes contact
information, so you can connect with project leaders to exchange ideas in
more detail. You’re also encouraged to share your own photos via
www.wislandwatermedia.org so others can learn from your expertise!
The 2017 Fall Technical Tour was hosted by Sheboygan County and
supported by the Technical Committee. Nearly 40 attendees viewed a
reverse osmosis system to recover clean water from manure, an aquaponics
system to grow tilapia and organic vegetables, and an iron filter system to
remove dissolved phosphorous from drain tile discharge.

DATCP
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vvv
Looking forward to 2018

In 2018, SOC will finalize a new technical standard for rain gardens. This
was developed in response to recent legislative updates: county shoreland
zoning ordinances had to be updated to meet state administrative code,
and now shoreland lot owners in these areas are subject to impervious
surface limits. Rain gardens will be a useful solution to treating rain water in
these areas, and the standard will provide criteria to appropriately design
them. As part of its efforts to support standard implementation, SOC will
update DNR’s Rain Garden Manual, which provides this information in a
less technical format.

Fall Technical Tour attendees learn about an ultra-filtration and
reverse osmosis system in Sheboygan County.

Also, watch your email for an announcement regarding Permeable Pavement research. The team that developed 2014’s Permeable
Pavement standard also developed a research site to evaluate the performance of permeable pavement products. This site will soon
be opened to new product testing, and SOC will announce and help oversee the selection process.
SOC looks forward to continuing to develop relationships among stakeholders and standard users. Activities include supporting
more training events and several Modified standard updates with NRCS and DATCP, and drafting a new DNR standard for evaluating
proprietary filtration devices.

Training

Visit http://wislandwatermedia.org/webinars to view recorded webinar trainings on the following
technical standards that were updated this year:
393 Filter Strip
657 Wetland Restoration

313 Waste Storage Facility and related liner standards
1002 Site Evaluation for Infiltration & 1005 Vegetated Swale

2017 UPDATED STANDARDS

The following standards were announced through the SOC listserv and website as updates occurred.
Several standards were open for public comment. All comments received careful consideration
and review.
NRCS Standards

Process

NRCS Standards

Process

311

Alley Cropping

Minor

313

Waste Storage Facility

Full

•

554

Drainage Water Management

Moderate

•

560

Access Road

Minor

314

Brush Management

317

Composting Facility

Minor

•

561

Heavy Use Area Protection

Minor

Moderate

•

582

Open Channel

Minor

318
329

Short Term Storage of Animal Waste and By-Products

Full

•

592

Feed Management

Minor

Residue and Tillage Management, No Till

Minor

•

604

Saturated Buffer

Minor

345

Residue and Tillage Management, Reduced Till

Minor

•

612

Tree/Shrub Establishment

Minor

378

Pond

Minor

•

629

Waste Treatment

Minor

381

Silvopasture

Minor

•

666

Forest Stand Improvement

Minor

386

Field Border

Minor

•

672

Building Envelope Improvement

Minor

393

Filter Strip

Minor

410

Grade Stabilization Structure

Minor

468

Lined Waterway or Outlet

Minor

520

Pond Sealing/Lining, Compacted Soil Treatment

Full

521

Pond Sealing/Lining, Geomembrane or Geosynthetic Clay

522
528

WDNR Standards

Process

•

1002

Site Evaluation for Infiltration

Full

•

1005

Vegetated Swale

Minor

Full

•

1068

Dust Control

Minor

Pond Sealing or Lining, Concrete

Full

•

S100

Compost

Modified

Prescribed Grazing

Minor

The greatest benefit provided to me by SOC is having sound and
defensible design standards that get revised as necessary when new
information is come upon.

- 2017 SOC survey respondent, state wildlife and woodland management
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